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Topanga Skyline Architectural
Craftsman with Soaring Views

IN ESCROW
Experience sunlit rooms, soaring hawks, breathtaking mountains,
and soothing peace and quiet in this impeccably maintained home!
A spectacular succulent garden spills over a stone wall for lovely
curb appeal. A gracious foyer leads to an open plan living area,
with vaulted, wood-beamed ceilings, hardwood, and slate floors,
where a double-sided fireplace sets the mood, with indoor-outdoor
flow upstairs and down. The main suite has a fireplace, and the
blissful spa bath is wrapped in views! French doors open to large
decks and patios. Landscaped with drought-tolerant plants, fruit
trees, and a secret garden. Solar system. The fourth bedroom is an
amazing studio/bedroom with an ensuite, which could work as an
ADU or studio. Tons of storage, ten car parking, and a bonus room!
Steps to trails, with next to no traffic. Your serenity awaits! Minutes to
Calabasas, Woodland Hills, Santa Monica, and the coast.

$1,799,000
4 Bed | 3 Bath | 2,950 Sq Ft
INTERESTED IN LEARNING HOW COMPASS CAN DELIVER A BESPOKE, WHITE GLOVE,
SMOOTH, SAFE, AND SUCCESSFUL TOP DOLLAR SALE OF YOUR HOME?
CALL THE WRIGHT WAY TEAM TODAY. WE LOOK FORWARD TO BEING OF SERVICE.

@thewrightwayteam
NUMBER TWO 2020 TOPANGA TEAM. PASSIONATE LOCAL AGENTS. UNPARALLELED MARKETING REACH.
INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY. RESULTS DELIVERED. AN EXPERIENCE LIKE NO OTHER.

Adrian Wright

Jordan Wright

818.939.6415
adrian.wright@compass.com
DRE 00935559

818.746.6987
jordanwright@compass.com
DRE 01952694

Compass is a real estate broker licensed by the State of California and abides by Equal Housing Opportunity laws. License Number 01991628. All material
presented herein is intended for informational purposes only and is compiled from sources deemed reliable but has not been verified. Changes in price, condition,
sale or withdrawal may be made without notice. No statement is made as to accuracy of any description. All measurements and square footages are approximate.
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May 18 view from the Thomas Pecorelli bench that’s just 100 feet or so off the fire road above Trippet 1.
May 18 view from the Thomas Pecorelli bench that’s just 100 feet or so off the fire road above Trippet
Ranch Visitor Center and looking towards Palisades Highlands. There was still smoke rising from the
embers and about a dozen fire trucks nearby.
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Welcome to Memorial Day weekend where, with full hearts we pause to honor and remember
those who have fallen in the Great Wars, as well as those who fought and survived but not without
consequences. Freedom comes at a heavy price. It shouldn’t, but it does.
We in Topanga just survived another fire and are yet again grateful to the many warriors who
fought and won the battle against the Palisades Fire last weekend. We, as residents who choose
to live in this high-fire area, are also warriors. Our job is to identify and prevent sparks that can
escalate into conflagration. War.
Over the last year, we have fought the Great Pandemic war, where we lost 584,975 Americans
so far. In its Daily Tracker, the CDC reports that COVID-19 cases, hospitalizations, and deaths
are going down and the number of people vaccinated continues to go up, providing a sense of
optimism as summer approaches. We didn’t have to lose more than half a million Americans to
a virus had we recognized the signs and took early action. We had the tools—public information
(truth), masks, PPEs, vaccines—but not the leadership to employ them.
Americans have also been waging wars against each other as the ugly boils of racism, bigotry,
subliminal and blatant prejudice rise violently to the surface to spew forth hatred and hurt.
America, itself, is under siege by its own people, by enemies both foreign and domestic, so
hungry for power that they ignore the oaths they took and mislead the people they are there to
serve. That was an insurrection at the Capitol on January 6. The attack and its aftermath threaten
our Democracy, which the Constitution founders went to great lengths to protect. We are a
republic, Benjamin Franklin said, “…if we can keep it.”
What I still see, however—and bless this Topanga community for maintaining their moral
compass—is the good in people. I see hard workers with strong spines and generous spirits who
offer a hand up in times of adversity.
Maybe humans are meant to confront adversity because wars of all sorts—bullies in schools,
domestic abuse, gun violence, voter suppression, and centuries, no eons of oppression, i.e., man’s
inhumanity to man—seem never to go away.
Take the lessons of war home and think about how we, in our own lives, can deflect and
avoid the war zone. Reflect on President Biden’s “quiet diplomacy” to achieve a cease fire
between Israel and Palestine, no matter how fragile. Citizens don’t need to be in the spotlight to
do their civic duty.
For now, remember your own and those who went before. Hug your children and say a prayer
for those who lost theirs. The pain of loss never goes away, but the beauty of their lives lingers as
long as we remember and honor them.
As we wash away the fear, the ash and the grit of the fire; as we observe the devastation so close
to home, dwell on this from Skipper Farley (Old Canyon), who posted:
“The wildflowers will be unbelievable next spring.”
—Flavia Potenza
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There Are Wars and There Are Wars

Memorial Day is an American holiday, observed
on the last Monday of May, honoring the men
and women who died while serving in the
U.S. military. Originally known as Decoration
Day, it originated following the Civil War and
became an official federal holiday in 1971.
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THE FIRE THIS TIME

PHOTO BY GREG DOYLE

The CH-47 Chinook helitanker snorkels 3,000 gallons of water from one of 69 Bravo’s upgraded 8,000-gallon metal pumpkins that have replaced the 6,000-gallon vinyl/
rubber pumpkins. This will increase the immediate “static” capacity of the four pumpkins at 69 bravo from 24,000 gallons to 36,000 gallons, a 50% increase. The helitanker
comes online June 15.

‘We Have a Lot Going On’
By Annemarie Donkin

The May Town Council meeting was
held two days prior to the Palisades Fire
incident, a shocking reminder that fire
season has its own season: any time it
wants. The good news is that the fire has
been contained with no loss of life or
homes; the CH-47 Chinook helitankers
officially arrive on June 15; Canyon crime
is down 4.2 percent; and James Grasso
of TCEP is the new president of the
Canyon SAGES, which has information
about Operation Knock, a new sheriffs’
emergency assistance program.

T

o keep up with all the local news, Town
Council President Carrie Carrier and Vice
President Alisa Land Hill co-hosted the May 12
Zoom meeting with reporting from the Sheriffs’
Department, CHP, County Fire, and the Canyon
SAGES.
Topanga Fire Report—In what seems now
to be an understatement, LACoFD Acting Chief
Drew Smith said, “We have a lot going on,” and
that was prior to the Palisades Fire.
Now that the fire has been contained, Topanga
residents still need to know what they must do to
protect their homes and community and always
be prepared. Chief Smith’s caution for everyone
in Topanga to “retain situational awareness” is as
relevant now, after the fire, as it was before.
“Our fire family is in the middle of brush
inspections with the new requirement to create a
five-foot resistance zone around each home. We
also responded to 35 calls with zero fires but 24
medical calls; three service calls, one power line
and a gas leak from the same caller; four neighbor
disputes; and four snake calls.
“We are 10 inches short of normal rainfall,” he
said. “The fuel gets stressed and even with trees that
appear to be healthy, the limbs break. There was
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a near miss on Greenleaf during an evening walk
when, with no warning, a 4,000-pound branch fell
across a family of four. Just know when we get into
drought conditions, fuels suffer so be careful around
large trees.” While, thankfully, no one was hurt, it was
emotionally traumatic for this family, he said.
The upgrade to 69 Bravo Helispot is in the
works to change out the orange rubber/vinyl
“pumpkins” from 6,000- to 8,000-gallon steel tanks
to accommodate the giant Chinook 47 Helitankers.
69 Bravo stores 10,000 gallons of well water onsite
in automated self-replenishing tanks, in addition to
hookups to fire hydrants and water storage.
On June 11 and 12, look to the skies for the
Chinook helitankers as they run practice drills,
refilling from 69 Bravo and making water drops
above the Santa Monica Mountains. The official
start date for this “game-changing” firefighting
tool, according to fire officials, is June 15. To
watch and learn more about the technology these
modern-day helitankers carry in addition to water:
https://vimeo.com/539307890/19951d2b26.
L.A. County Sheriff ’s April Report—Lost
Hills Sheriff ’s Deputy Michael Cerveny reported
there were four incidents in the Canyon. “We
had one grand theft of a catalytic converter from
an unlocked vehicle; a woodchipper theft from a
back yard at the 3900 block of south Old Topanga
Canyon; an [attempted] theft from a locked car
where they broke the window but took nothing;
and a domestic incident with one arrest. Crime is
down 4.2% from last year.”
CHP April Traffic Report—Officer Casey
Ramstead of the California Highway Patrol,
West Valley Area, reported that for April, there
was only one injury vehicle collision on Topanga
Canyon’s north side and four [vehicle collisions]
on the south side with no fatalities and one injury,
two more than last year.” he said.
Officer Ramstead also noted there were lots of
complaints about street racing with increasing calls
from Topanga. “Topanga is one of the least used
roads,” he said. “We have more than 100 cars and
hundreds of motorcycles taking over the 118, 101

and 405 freeways. In the Canyon, we are tracking
them as best we can, but they are getting more
sophisticated with legal stuff and they outnumber
us. When we take them to the Sheriff ’s Department,
we give them a ticket that counts as an arrest. If they
are put into handcuffs, they are detained; if they
are put into the car, they are arrested. However, if
we are not on the same page as the prosecutors or
the court systems, then it is not a true arrest and
it’s a slap on the hand. Legally, the motorcyclists
have been emboldened by the court system and
punishments have been greatly reduced. [We are]
talking to Sen. [Henry] Stern’s office.”
To report unsafe driving behaviors in Topanga
and in the Santa Monica Mountains, please call
CHP dispatch at (323) 259-3200.
Canyon SAGES Report—Tam Taylor announced
that James Grasso, known for his work over the
years with TCEP and other volunteer emergency
organizations, is the new president of the Canyon
SAGES. Taylor said that Grasso had a “baptism
by fire” when he obtained a second grant from
Southern California Edison to pay for 80 Family
Radio Service (FRS) units at $60 each. These were
given away to residents “to use for notification
when communication is down during an
emergency.” The Family Radio Service (FRS) is a
private, two-way, short-distance voice and data
communications service for facilitating family and
group activities with small, hand-held radios that
are similar to walkie-talkies.
Earlier this year, the SAGES received a grant
from Edison to do a mailer in Topanga to inform
people about Operation Knock, a self-identification
program for people who need assistance from the
Sheriff ’s Department during an emergency.
.
For more information: canyonsages.com
Topanga Canyon Town Council was founded by
residents in 1977 in response to needs unique to the
mountain community and serve as a liaison with
Topanga’s official governing body, the Los Angeles
County Supervisor’s Office. topangatowncouncil.org;
onetopanga.com; (310) 455-3001.

High-Tech Firefighting
By Paula LaBrot

F

ire spotting and firefighting have gone
high tech in keeping with the cyber-times
we live in. Given our latest episode with Santa
Monica Mountain wildfires, it’s time to catch
you up on the latest tools available to modern
firefighters that range from earth to space and
include the latest in AI (artificial intelligence)
technology. This is an area in which ‘Big Data’
can be positive and downright helpful with
a new arsenal for firefighting comprised of
two familiar components: data collection and
data analysis.
A Little History
The history of firefighters originated in
ancient Egypt and third-century Rome when
they used hooks, pickaxes, ladders, and ropes
as equipment and brought their own water
to the fire in buckets. Powerful pumps were
also used which could reach a height of 20
to 30 meters. Water was drawn from public
fountains, basins, and wells inside buildings.
In 1672 the Dutch inventor, Jan Van der
Heiden, invented the firehose. Constructed
of flexible leather and coupled every 50 feet
with brass fittings, the length and connections
remain the standard to this day.
The fire engine was developed by Richard
Newsham of London in 1725. Pulled as a cart
to the fire, these manual pumps were manned
by teams of men and could deliver up to 160
gallons per minute. George Washington
was a volunteer fireman and donated a fire
engine to Alexandria, Virginia in 1774. Fire
hydrants were invented in Philadelphia in
the early 1800’s. Horse-drawn steam engines
began to be used after 1860 and were followed
by combustion fire engines in 1925 in the
United States.
Traditionally, fires are spotted, reported,
fought, contained, and extinguished. Carolyn
Said, writing for the San Francisco Chronicle
states, “For decades, wildfires in remote
regions were spotted by people in lookout
towers who scanned the horizon with
binoculars for smoke— a tough and tedious
job.” The Osbourne Firefinder is a device
used for nearly 100 years, accurately locating
fires on a topographical map mounted on a
rotating steel disc with attached brass sighting
mechanisms. Firespotters reported potential
danger by telephone, two-way radio, carrier
pigeon, or Morse code signals with a mirror.
Times have changed.
Data Collection
Today’s firefighters have a myriad of tools
for sighting and accessing fires. The internet
is a high-speed highway of information.
According to Said, “…images from the cameras
and satellites, along with footage captured by
piloted and unpiloted aircraft and weather
station data are vital components in the rapidly
advancing technology for firefighters.”
A webcam is a video camera that feeds
or streams an image or video in real time to
or through a computer network. Webcams

on helicopters, drones, and other types of
aircraft, as well as those on firemen’s helmets
provide invaluable information.
Thermal imaging is the use of special
electronic equipment to create a picture based
on the heat produced by a person or object.
According to Firerescue1.com, thermal
imaging “can more rapidly and accurately
identify hot spots and the progress of the
fire. A personal thermal monocular that fits
in your pocket can scan large areas through
darkness, glare, and haze to pinpoint hot
spots before they flare up or warn firefighters
who can’t see imminent dangers through the
smoke.
Airplanes are a primary source of data
collection and the state’s CAL FIRE maintains
the best fleet of firefighting aircraft in the
United States. According to the agency, it uses
OV-10s as the primary (aerial) commandand-control platform on wildland incidents.
The air attack officer, a highly trained and
experienced fire officer, coordinates with
the incident commander on the ground,
providing a unique aerial perspective on fire
conditions, anticipated resource needs, and
potential threats to life and property. The Air
Attack Officer is also responsible for the safe
coordination of all aerial resources and where
to make retardant and water drops.
The new generation of S70i CAL FIRE
HAWK (Sikorsky) helicopters bring
enhanced capabilities including flight safety,
higher payloads, increased power margins,
and night-flying capabilities. Air tankers,
especially
the
approved-for-purchase
C-130H Airtankers, are used for rapid initial
attack delivery of fire retardant on wildland
fires.
The CH-47 Chinook helitanker is another,
high-tech, networked, advanced firefighting
asset. It can snorkel up 3,000 gallons of water
from 69 Bravo reservoirs to drop in a single
pass and return in a quick turn-around for
the next payload. High-tech night-flying
capabilities also make aerial firefighting
possible after dark and in low-visibility
smoke and fog. These helitankers will be
added to the arsenals of LA, Orange, and
Ventura counties on June 15.
The CH-47 Chinook helitanker is another,
high-tech, networked, advanced firefighting
asset that can drop 3,000 gallons of water or
retardant in a single pass. High-tech nightflying capabilities make aerial firefighting
possible after dark and in low-visibility
smoke and fog. These helitankers will be
added to the arsenals of LA, Orange, and
Ventura counties on June 15.
Weather sensor stations supply information
about temperature, humidity, wind direction
and speed, invaluable in predicting the future
path of a fire. Local websites like TCEP, Pulse
Point and Nextdoor Topanga make vital
information available to residents.
Some new, cutting-edge equipment
includes the A.F.A. exoskeleton suit that fits
over a firefighter’s personal protective gear to
increase firefighters’ performance in walking,
running, and carrying by transferring the

weight directly to the ground.
A personal favorite piece of equipment
is the invention of two George Mason
University students, Seth Robertson and Viet
Tran. Their sonic fire extinguisher puts out
a fire with sound waves through a mobile
subwoofer gun!
Lower frequencies work! Go bass players!
Data Analysis
According to Joel A. Lane, Orange County
Fire Authority/Air Attack Group Supervisor,
the most important questions to be answered
as rapidly as possible in a wildland fire are:
Where is the fire? How big is the fire? Where
is the fire going? From all the data-gathering
equipment, including boots-on-the-ground
humans with smart phones equipped with
cameras and texting capabilities, a lot of
information about a fire is fed into an amazing
program called FIRIS—Fire Integrated RealTime Intelligence System.
The heart of FIRIS is WIFIRE—Workflows
Integrating Collaborative Hazard Sciences.
The heart of WIFIRE is Illkay Altintas who
combines her expertise in workflow with data
science and fire science in collaboration with
the San Diego Super-Computer Center.
Hpcwire.com
reports,
“cyberinfrastructure that connects real-time
weather information, infrared images from
fire planes, satellite maps of terrain and
brush, and other data (may) predict what a
seemingly fickle wildfire might do next. If
you think that’s smart, WIFIRE also learns
from past inaccuracies and quickly evolves
its ability to predict fires with each bit of new
data in real time.”
Within minutes of arriving over a fire,
a perimeter map becomes available. Hot
spots are pinpointed. Point of origin may
be determined. Maps of the projected
path of the fire are rapidly made available
as vegetation, structures, wind, and
temperature are evaluated…in minutes! This
helps commanders on the ground allocate
manpower and resources and make real-time
decisions about whom to evacuate. It is why
my neighborhood (Post Office Tract), though
closest to one fire edge, was not evacuated.
Data analysis, baby!
The Future of Firefighting
We are learning to trust technology in these
days of aggressive wildfires. It is in this kind
of arena the truly good things about tech
shine forth. Is the technology infallible…no,
of course not. Who knows where an ember
will actually land? Sometimes, up to five
miles away! But seasoned fire fighters and
experts in the field of fire science all agree that
being able to stay ahead of a fire…by having a
good idea of where it is going…we have a far
better chance of containing the damage these
infernos can cause.
Meanwhile, thanks to all in the vast,
collaborative network of dedicated people
who gave us a happy ending to the Palisades
Fire story.
Vamos a ver!
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THE FIRE THIS TIME
Palisades Fire Incident—’Crews Mopping Up’
By Annemarie Donkin

As of Saturday, May 22, with 84
percent containment and acreage
holding at 1,202, firefighters
transitioned to Patrol Status,
assuring there are no flare-ups.
Meanwhile, an arson suspect is
in custody. The Los Angeles Fire
Department (LAFD) announced
there was no damage or loss of
property; no deaths and only one
minor injury to a firefighter.

T

opangans and Palisades residents
could thank the heavens for overcast
skies and a mild onshore breeze when a
brush fire occurred around 10 p.m. on
Friday, May 14, in the 1800 block of
Michael Lane, Pacific Palisades.
Los Angeles Fire Department
(LAFD) helicopters initially reported
difficulty spotting the fire due to the
marine layer, but crews staged at a
Topanga fire road in the vicinity of
Santa Ynez Falls in the City of Los
Angeles, spotted a glow. When the
first responding engines from the
LAFD arrived, fire crews encountered
“multiple, separate, slow-moving fires
in steep and remote terrain with thick
understory dry and dead vegetation.”
Immediately, the Department
launched an all-out attack deploying
dozens of engines, aircraft, bulldozers,
water tenders and more than 100
firefighters. Throughout that first, long

night, Topangans monitored the TCEP
Emergency Status Updates (t-cep.org)
to determine if the wind had changed
and if there would be evacuations.
On Friday night, there was also news
of a possible arsonist and by Saturday
morning, social media posted photos
of the wrong guy on Citizen, Facebook,
Twitter, and Nextdoor. Indeed, the
LAFD reported that while they initially
had the wrong suspect in custody,
within 36 hours they had another
suspect, one who had been seen on the
steep hillsides setting the fires.
LAFD was in a unified command
with both Los Angeles County Fire
Department (LACoFD) and Cal Fire
until Wednesday morning, when
LAFD was listed as the lead agency,
with the other two organizations listed
as assisting agencies.
Evacuations in Topanga
On Saturday, May 15, at about 7 p.m.,
the LACoFD issued an evacuation
order to about 1,000 residents in
Topanga’s Zones 4 and 6. This included
all inhabitants east of Topanga Canyon,
north of Entrada, south of Oakwood,
and east of Henry Ridge between the
Community Center and Viewridge.
On Monday morning, Topanga
Canyon Blvd. was closed to nonresidents northbound from PCH and
southbound from Mulholland Drive.
(Residents needed to present a photo ID
with a Topanga address in order to pass
the roadblock).
Also, on Monday, Topanga

Elementary Charter School was closed
for in-person classes and remained
closed the following week.
During the evacuation, large animal
evacuations were set up at Pierce
College in Woodland Hills and small
animals could be taken to the Agoura
Animal Care Center.
Arsonist Caught on Saturday
Just after midnight Friday, LAFD arson
investigators were sent to the scene to
determine the origin and cause of the
fire and due to the inaccessible terrain
and darkness, gathered only preliminary
information and returned the next day.
On Saturday morning, LAFD helicopter
pilots observed an adult male moving
around in the brush along a steep
hillside near the fire.
The Los Angeles Police Department
(LAPD) air patrol was dispatched to
monitor the individual. Officers from
the West Los Angeles Community
Police Station kept watch on the
ground while the Air Support Division
provided eyes in the sky. During an
aerial observation, the Tactical Flight
Officer witnessed the individual ignite
multiple additional fires.
Arson investigators from LAFD
requested the assistance of specialized
deputies from the Los Angeles County
Sheriff’s Department Emergency
Services Detail to locate and apprehend
the alleged suspect within the rugged
terrain. Deputies were lowered into the
brush to begin their search and caught
the suspect.

Ramon Santos Rodriguez, a 48-yearold transient was charged Tuesday in
connection with the blaze. According
to the LAFD, he faces one felony count
each of arson of a structure or forest
and arson during a state of emergency.
Ralph Terrazas, director of the Los
Angeles Fire Department, said at a press
conference on Monday, May 17, that
the suspect had been treated for smoke
inhalation. According to news reports,
Rodriguez was booked for arson at the
Los Angeles County Jail, where he is
being held on $75,000 bail.
A Unified Command
Los Angeles County and city firefighting
units received help from neighboring
Ventura County Fire Department,
Malibu Search and Rescue, and Orange
County Fire Authority, as well as the
California Department of Forestry and
Fire Protection.
Ultimately, it would take more than
one week, a unified command of 36
engines, five hand crews, two dozers,
two water tenders, three helicopters,
and 283 crew members to wrap up the
Palisades Fire Incident.
Simon T, benefactor of 69 Bravo,
reported that the helispot was activated
literally minutes after the Palisades
fire started at 9:35 p.m. and remained
active and manned for more than three
days. During that time, fire helicopters
pulled nearly 85,000 gallons from the
helistop to prevent the fire from burning
Topanga and the Palisades.
Continued on page 14

BE PREPARED FOR THE NEXT EMERGENCY!

GET YOUR ANNUAL TOPANGA ACCESS CARD

Disasters happen year round. Get your Annual Topanga Resident Access Card as part of your
family’s emergency preparedness plan to expedite entry into the canyon after an evacuation
when deemed safe by the fire department and law enforcement.
And remember, no form of ID, Access Card or other, will get you entry into the canyon
during a hard or soft road closure. Topangans can re-enter during a resident-only closure
and only if the fire department and law enforcement deem entry safe. Please respect their
instructions while they work hard to protect our homes, loved ones, wildlife and community.

GET YOUR FAMILY’S
2021 ACCESS CARDS NOW!
Ask us about the new Caregiver Access Cards for residents who
require medical assistance from a caregiver during an evacuation.

FOR MORE INFORMATION AND TO ORDER YOUR ACCESS CARD VISIT TOPANGATOWNCOUNCIL.ORG
The Topanga Resident Access Cards is a Program of the Topanga Town Council. Per request of the CHP and Sheriff, no one will be allowed access into the canyon during an ordered evacuation
unless officers deem it safe. Access cards are purchased on a yearly basis at which point the Topanga Town Council must verify each cardholder’s Topanga residence. Adults must update their photo
every 7 years. Children 16 years or younger must update their photo every 2 years. Topanga Town Council respects your privacy and will not disclose your personal information without prior consent.
Photo Courtesy of Greg Doyle
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ENVIRONMENT
$25 Million Challenge Grant for Liberty Canyon Wildlife Crossing
By Chronicle Staff

GRAPHIC COURTESY OF LIVING HABITAT

Become part of history and
join the challenge to make
the Liberty Canyon Wildlife
Crossing over the 101 Freeway
a reality!

A

record $25 million conservation
challenge grant from Wallis
Annenberg and the Annenberg
Foundation to the National Wildlife
Federation’s #SaveLACougars
campaign will help build a wildlife
crossing in the L.A. area.
With this donation, the campaign
will have raised more than $44
million to date and needs to secure
an estimated $35 million to unlock
the Annenberg Challenge Grant and
break ground in November.
The wildlife crossing at Liberty
Canyon over the 101 Freeway—
which will be the largest wildlife
crossing in the world—will
reconnect a long-fragmented
ecosystem, a biodiversity hotspot
and help protect the endangered
mountain lion population and
other wildlife that make their home
in the Santa Monica Mountains.
Mountain Lions Struggling to
Survive
The National Park Service (NPS)
reports that 23 mountains lions
have been struck and killed by
traffic in their study area since 2002.

Topanga |

According to Wildlife Biologist Jeff
Sikich, area mountain lions and
bobcats are struggling to survive
due to urban development and
genetic inbreeding that results from
wildlife being unable to cross the
highway and roads and find suitable
mates. These felines are in desperate
need of access to the natural areas
on both sides of 101.
Public-Private Partnership
The Wildlife Crossing is made possible
due to a public-private partnership.
The core of the partnership is Caltrans,
the National Park Service, the Santa
Monica Mountains Conservancy, the
Resource Conservation District of
the Santa Monica Mountains and the
National Wildlife Federation.
Yet, if there is one key person
most responsible for fundraising

and publicizing the urgent need
for the Wildlife Crossing, it is Beth
Pratt, California Regional Executive
Director, National Wildlife Federation
(NWF) and leader of the worldwide
#SaveLACougars campaign.
Pratt said that if the project stays on
track with fundraising, the $88 million
crossing will break ground in late 2021
and be completed by the end of 2023.
“Caltrans is on track, completing
the blueprints in August,” Pratt
said. “The total project cost in 2018
was $88 million, with an estimated
construction cost at the time of
between $55-78 million. As we
advance through design, we now have
more information…and are looking at
cost reductions wherever possible…,”
adding that she is confident that all
of the money will be there when the
time comes to break ground.

How to Donate
The National Wildlife Federation
and the Santa Monica Mountains
Fund have established a fundraising
initiative at savelacougars.org to
raise funds for the engineering
design and construction expenses.
Naming and recognition opportunities are available for leadership
level donations. Please contact Beth
Pratt at prattb@nwf.org.
Prefer to donate by check?
Make your check payable to
National Wildlife Federation with
#SaveLACougars in the memo line.
Mail to: National Wildlife Federation
c/o: April Gilbert, Operations
Coordinator, 2000 Riverside Drive,
#101, Los Angeles, CA 90039.
For more information: mrca.ca.gov.
The National Wildlife Federation
is the United States’ largest private
nonprofit conservation education
and advocacy organization, with
more than six million members
and supporters, and 51 state and
territorial affiliated organizations.
The Annenberg Foundation is a
family foundation that provides
funding and support to nonprofit
organizations in the United States
and globally. Since 1989, it has
generously funded programs in
education and youth development;
arts, culture and humanities; civic
and community life; health and
human services; and animal services
and the environment. n

$2,495,000

NEW LISTING

Beautiful Architectural Estate on almost 2 acres with a large guest
house and art studio. Located on 10 parcels at the end of a quiet Topanga
street. Post and Beam construction with walls of glass and Hawaiian
style finishes. Gourmet kitchen with Granite counter tops and Stainless
appliances. Fine finishes include custom doors and windows, stone floors,
and exotic woods throughout. Spacious decks, sprawling grassy lawns
and lush tropical landscaping make it perfect for entertaining.
Shown by appointment only, Do not disturb occupants

Lisa Saver
CalBre Lic.#01203202

310.455.2540
Mobile 310.804.8607
TopangaHomesOnline.com

2336 N.
Topanga
Canyon Blvd
$459,000
Beautiful approx. 3.36 acre building
site with canyon views. Located
behind custom electric gates with
two other Architectural estates,
Paved street, utilities close by.
Room for spacious estate, horses,
guest house, or barn. fifteen
minutes to PCH and 10 minutes to
the 101. Out of Coastal. gentle
upslope. APN # 4434-012-011.

Sotheby’s International Realt y and the Sotheby’s
International Realty logo are registered (or unregistered)
service marks used with permission. Operated by Sotheby’s
International Realty, Inc. If your property is listed with a
real estate broker, please disregard. It is not our intention to
solicit the offerings of other real estate brokers. We are happy
to work with them and cooperate fully.
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COURTESY OF MAX PENNER

The original Topanga cabin, where di Prima lived for a couple of years with her first husband and children before moving back to New York.

By Alexandra Aller
or many lovers of the Beats, known as the last great
generation of American writers, Diane di Prima is
a household name. She, a prolific writer of poetry and
generous memoirs recounting the times, was an anomaly of a
woman even to her peers. For a female writer to garner success for
poetry during the 1960s was practically unheard of, but it wasn’t
just her work that stood out, it was her almost always protruding
pregnant belly that baffled her own community of Beats and outliers.
In those times, to be a woman was one strike against you as a writer.
To have a family, that was obliterating to your career.
Yet, she wrote at length about her beautiful journey as a woman,
mother, student and writer in her autobiography, “Recollections of My
Life as a Woman” (Viking, 2001). Tucked away, in what feels like too short
of a chapter, she leaves traces of her first home in Topanga Canyon. It
was a quaint cabin she wrote, “wrapped charmingly around a tree which
stood smack in the middle of the doorway.” di Prima lived there with her
two daughters, Jeanne di Prima, whose father was a fair-weather friend
and Dominique di Prima, whose father was Diane’s illustrious lover,
LeRoi Jones, better known as Amiri Baraka (then married to Beat writer,
Hettie Jones). She was pregnant with her third child, whose father was
also her first husband, Alan Marlowe, whom she described as “mostly
gay” and the ex-lover of one of her best friends, Freddie Herko, who
sadly committed suicide by leaping out of a New York City building
window in 1964.
It was the early 1960s and though they were poor, they managed to
get a loan from a bank in the Valley with help from her father and a
friend, realtor Bob Dewitt. Now, Bob Dewitt, is a local legend of sorts in
Topanga, who one could say is responsible for the eclectic community
that formed in the 1960s and even now. In “The Topanga Story” he is
described as “a realtor, artist, and club owner,” who “famously greeted
his real estate clients barefoot.”
di Prima and Marlowe barely lived there a couple of years, so short

8
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The remodeled house today, is still “w

of a time in fact that hardly anyone knew they had been there. In a place
like Topanga, so rich in history and so fond of its preservation, it was
astonishing to me that it wasn’t documented online or known by locals.
However, there is so little record of that house besides a few excerpts,
it’s easy to see how it could have evaded the archives for so long. Her
residency in Topanga was a small but challenging sliver for di Prima,
wedged between her journey to San Francisco, an era she wrote so fondly
of, and an imminent return to her home in New York City.
di Prima’s time in Topanga was a personal precipice, estranged
from city life, tucked away in the woods, unable to drive, in a loveless
marriage, and keeping her family alive on the kindness of her mother’s
grocery store tab from a local grocery store (which may be the Fernwood
Market). She had spent her entire adult life, completely independent,
and now found her means of living in the hands of a man obsessed with
being a movie star and fast cars.
After digging through old real estate clippings, going back and forth with
Pablo Capra, archivist for the Topanga Historical Society, tracking down
voter records, and reaching out to artists who could have had insight, little
was discovered besides an inkling that she may have lived in Fernwood.
I found myself aimlessly driving through Topanga’s lush winding roads,
hoping for an occult-like compass impulse to pull me towards the house
when I remembered that she wrote about her one saving grace, working
on the next publication of The Floating Bear, the famous Beat newsletter
sent from coast to coast to like-minded artists and friends.
It was there on the cover of The Floating Bear’s twenty-fifth issue,
miraculously archived online by Reality Studio, the web’s leading resource
dedicated to William S. Burroughs and the underground press in the
1960s, that revealed the address of Diane di Prima’s home in Topanga on
Observation Drive in Fernwood.
The home now belongs to Max Penner, a third generation Topangan
who used to bartend at the famous Corral that burnt down in the ’70s,
and then again in the ‘80s. Penner was gracious enough to give us a
tour of his home, although it was almost completely remodeled. He
thankfully took such pride in his land that he was able to cite previous
owners and original components that confirmed a match. The blooming

PHOTO © FRED W. MCDARRAH

Diane di Prima and LeRoi Jones (aka Amiri Baraka) in the Cedar,
1960.

wrapped charmingly around a tree.”

COURTESY OF MAX PENNER

acacia trees di Prima described had unfortunately died but left a stump
of remembrance. A smoking chimney that clouded up the home had also
been fixed. Penner kept the massive tree that stood tall at the helm of
the home, and the original room built into the side of the hill still had
its original window frames. Penner wasn’t just able to point to the old
blueprint, but even knew the oldest tree on his property, and told vivid
tales of his own youth in the canyon.
“Topanga was a place where the communists and rednecks could get
together for breakfast,” Penner said.
It felt right that a native who cherished his town in such a fashion
would now own such a historic piece of land. I’ve often wondered if homes
choose the person and what kind of presence resides in the absence of
that person.
Though di Prima passed on October 25, 2020, at the age of 86, one
can always find her spirit in her work and perhaps on the land that
once harbored her. To preserve the history of such places like homes,
workshops, or theatres, is to preserve these access points.
Alexandra Aller’s debut novel, “Building You Up, the Novel &
Soundtrack,” an immersive literary and musical project, is available on
byalexaller.com. n

ARCHIVED BY REALITY STUDIO

Diane di Prima birthday photo, August 6, 1996, taken by Allen
Ginsberg. The Floating Bear newsletter published by di Prima and
LeRoi Jones, led author Alexandra Aller to locate the Topanga house.

For more information on Diane di Prima: The Clayman Institute for
Gender Research
https://gender.stanford.edu/news-publications/gender-news/beat-writerdiane-di-prima-recites-poetry-speaks-her-generation-s; notednames.com.
Diane di Prima debuted auspiciously with her first collection, “This Kind
of Bird Flies Backward” (Poem 1958) with an introduction by Lawrence
Ferlinghetti; the poem; “Memoirs of a Beatnik,” in 1969; and “The Book
of Hours” in 1970. In 2011, at age 76, she also made a documentary
film, “The Poetry Deal: a film with Diane di Prima,” in association with
filmmaker Melanie La Rosa in 2011. To view The Poetry Deal trailer: vimeo.
com/38883225; Women Make Movies: Watch film with library card at
https://www.wmm.com/catalog/film/the-poetry-deal-a-film-with-dianedi-prima/. For a detailed obituary by Tate Swindell: kerouac.com/ inmemoriam-diane-di-prima.

Book Cover of Diane di Prima’s “Memoirs of a Beatnik,” first
published in 1969. She left college to become a poet. Ezra
Pound was one of her early mentors.
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Topanga Historical Society

Topanga Before Today
As digital archivist for the Topanga Historical Society, Pablo Capra saw an opportunity to compile historical vignettes lifted from
bygone newspapers and publications that capture the times when they were written. Capra encourages readers to support the
Topanga Historical Society by becoming a member and buying their book, “The Topanga Story,” a detailed history of Topanga.
Published in 2011, it was compiled and written by local residents, and edited by Michele Johnson. (topangahistoricalsociety.org)

Mrs. Van Skike Makes Record Swim from Venice to Topanga
September 16, 1924—Santa Monica Outlook Mrs. Anna Van Skike of Santa Monica has again
established a new endurance swimming record by swimming 16 miles and remaining in the
water from 8 o’clock yesterday evening until 5:30 o’clock this morning, celebrating her 64th
birthday. Her record last year was 12 miles. At the close of her birthday swim which started
from the Venice plunge and extended to the mouth of Topanga canyon and back to the plunge,
Mrs. Van Skike announced that she was still strong and could have made several miles more
except for the strong tide facing her. After battling the tide for nearly two hours Mrs. Van Skike
was taken from the water by Life Guards Pedro Hull and Earl Cady. She had one breakfast in
Santa Monica after leaving the water and another when she arrived home.

Most Malibu and Topanga
People Are Republican
By Forrest deButts

Mrs. Anna Van Skike has attracted worldwide attention for her remarkable aquatic feats. She was sent
to California five years ago to die. She now celebrates her birthday by plunging into the ocean and
swimming for 12 or 14 hours.
[1924-08-30 Venice Evening Vanguard, Photo by Coffey Studios

An Unusual Display of
Northern Lights
November 17, 1960, Topanga
Journal—An unusual display of
Northern Lights was sighted about
10:30 p.m. Saturday from Condor
Rock in Red Rock Canyon by Albert
Hoyt. Earl Crabhorn, Camp Ranger of
Camp Slauson also witnessed the solar
display. There was a purple-red curtain
effect which faded in and out for quite
some time it was reported. (From
“Topanga News Briefs”)

Topanga Temperature
Topples to 18°
January 18, 1962, Topanga Journal—
Temperatures ranging as low as 18
degrees to 27 degrees gripped Topanga
Monday night. Pipes froze and frost
covered the entire area. More cold
weather is expected. Cover the pipes,
and let the cat in.
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Sightings: UFOs Anyone?
October 9, 1997, Topanga Messenger—A few
residents on Callon Drive are disturbed by the
strange lights spotted hovering around a group
of trees near their homes last week. “The lights
are so beautiful,” says Emery Scognamillo of
his Sunday night sighting. “They’re shaped like
crystals and float turning colors, blue and red
and beaming. It was an amazing show.”
Scognamillo and his companion Gisele
Queiros say the strange lights that floated
around their area for about 20 minutes last
Sunday resembled what they thought could be
a UFO.
“We are very certain about what we saw,”
says another neighbor, Katie Korzen, who,
along with her husband, saw the floating light
show for three nights running. “We even got our
neighbors to verify it so people wouldn’t think
we’re wacko.”
Korzen also claims she saw “very glassy
floating crystals” that reflected different colors
and radiated light. “They did different formations
on top of each other and then around,” she
says. “Then they appeared and disappeared. It’s
definitely something, but I don’t know what.”

December 8, 1960, Topanga Journal—I
liked to died when Mama told me the
editor said I could write a column for
this paper. I feel like Macy’s and Gimbels
in that Christmas story called Miracle on
34th Street. Everybody is being very nice
to each other. It seems like it all happened
at once. Good will to men—so it must be
the Christmas Spirit. I told Mama this
paper probably wouldn’t let me write for
it if they found out that I am a dyed-inthe-wool Democrat. Because it seems
like most Malibu and Topanga people
are Republican. She said, “They will
defend with their lives your right to be a
Democrat.”
They say you outgrow the way you
think. When you get to be the age of your
father you think like he does. Papa says the
age I am is the very worst age for thinking.
So, I guess it takes a lot of brave Christmas
Spirit for an editor to let somebody in
Junior High express opinions in his
newspaper.... (From the “Squeaky Mesa”
column)

De Butts Stops Here,
Malibu Decides
By Martha Groves
[October 25, 2006, Los Angeles Times]—
Weary of crude comments and teasing, De
Butts Terrace residents recently lobbied the
city to change the name of their mansiondotted, ridge-top road near Escondido
Canyon. But Mayor Ken Kearsley and
others resisted, saying that the moniker
honored a colorful and pioneering mid20th century Malibu family.... According
to family and friends, Marianne and
Edward Delaplane deButts migrated west
after World War II from Delaplane, VA.
Marianne deButts for many years wrote
a popular folksy column for the Malibu
Times called “Squeaky Mesa.” The column,
started by their daughter, Forrest, when
she was a schoolgirl, was named for the
family dog....

SCHOOLHOUSE SCOOP
Celebrating School Traditions
By TECS News Team

W

ith children being back in their
classrooms, it was a wonderful
time to celebrate the staff at TECS.
Teacher Appreciation Day is a
national event and at Topanga, the
love and appreciation celebrations
are spearheaded by the dedicated
Topanga Enrichment Programs (TEP)
volunteers. Teachers were treated to
a luncheon on Friday from Canyon
Bakery on behalf of TEP. Gifts,
flowers, and handmade cards were
brought in by the children throughout
the week. It was truly heartwarming
to see the children give these tokens of
appreciation in person.
Another benefit of the return to
campus was Picture Day. Miriam Geer,
the photographer who has beautifully
captured the TECS community for
many years, took portraits of all the
kids who were back on campus, and
even arranged to take photos of the
home cohort so that all children of
TECS would be able to get a photo of
this milestone year.
After Spring Break, a guest speaker,
Marty Kelley, was brought in to kick off
the last weeks of school with a special
virtual assembly for the children’s book
author and illustrator of the “Molly
Mac” series, “Experiment #256,”
“Fame, Fortune and the Bran Muffins
of Doom,” and many others.
Kelley’s talk was proudly billed
as “The Best Author Visit Ever.” He
Zoomed in to TECS with an upbeat
and engaging presentation and talked

about all the jobs he’s had: “a baker, a
cartoonist, a newspaper art director,
a drummer in a heavy metal band, a
balloon delivery guy, an animator, and
lots of other things,” but he especially
loves his career as a visual storyteller.
His virtual visit was made possible
by VAPA (the TECS Visual and
Performing Arts sub-committee)
and was spearheaded by S. Miria Jo,
Leadership Parent Representative. The
event was embraced by the teachers
who made time in their busy class
schedules for this special assembly.
We listened in on the very engaged
second grade classes of Ms. Galindo
and Ms. Chatham. Kelley had the kids
in stitches as he led them on a virtual
tour of his studio and gave insights
into his creative process.
“I used to be a second-grade
teacher,” he told the kids, “and I know
what they are really going to enjoy…a
smoochy, kissy, love story!!!” The kids
curled their toes, squirmed in their
seats, closed their eyes, and hid under
tables. “Ha ha!” he said, “Just kidding!”
Instead, he introduced them to
his most popular book, “Almost
Everybody Farts.” The children came
back to their screens again with rapt
attention! “Sisters fart. Goldfish fart.
Unicorns fart… Mothers do not fart!”
The kids were thrilled.
Then, he shared his unabashed
love of his job. Being a children’s book
author is clearly his true passion and
he told some “shocking” secrets about
the life of a children’s book author.
#1: Authors never have to get out

Children’s book author Marty Kelley was
guest speaker after Spring Break.

of their pajamas! “Good writers read
their work over and over so it sounds
as good as I can make it.”
He talked about drawing his
illustrations: “The more I do it, the
better I will get. I practice and practice.
I don’t get this right the first time.”
For second graders, who often worry
about things not being perfect, this
was a real revelation. Ms. Chatham,
who has been a second-grade teacher
at Topanga for many years, asked if he
had any advice for kids or grown-ups
who get frustrated.
Marty Kelley replied, “My best
advice is, stop, take a break for a while.
If I feel like it’s not working, I take a
break. If a story isn’t working, I ask
myself if it could come from a different
point of view. Or change the format. I
think all writers get frustrated, but it
means you’re thinking about it and
putting effort into it.”
During time set aside for questions,
many of the kids shared that they had

already worked on their own books.
Flora shared that she is working on a
book with her mama; Zoe W. said that
she already has a daily art practice; and
Coakley shared her own drawings.
The kids were so engaged by the
presentation that VAPA plans to make
the author visit a yearly event, so that
students can continue to be inspired.
To learn more, visit martykelley.
com—For All Your Marty Kelley
Needs!™
The Annual Auction is Live!
One of the school’s traditions, the
annual Gala, is online only this year.
Topanga Elementary’s school auction
is live now and ends on June 2.
Go to: bidding forgood.com/
topangaelementary, to see the many
great things you can bid on: Amazing
goods and services from some of our
favorite local shops and restaurants
like Pebbles, Moona Star, Canyon
Gourmet, Focus Fish, Topanga Creek
Outpost, Inn of the Seventh Ray, Rituel
Beauty, Canyon Bistro, The Well Refill,
Theatricum Botanicum, Fun Flicks
Outdoor Movies, Baltic Mermaid,
Citrine Interiors, and so many more.
Some of our favorite (and
amazing) local artisans such as
Megan Geer and Cheryl Cambras;
exciting experiences like “Principal
for a Day;” private cooking class,
virtual theater games, sunset boat
cruise, Mammoth getaway and more!
A huge thank you to all the
wonderful local businesses who are
supporting the school through their
contribution to the auction. n

Nothing compares.

21041Waveview.com

TOPANGA LIVING WITH ROOM FOR HORSES | 3BD 2BA l $2,399,000
True Topanga Living at its best in the P. O. Tract. This unique gated property has not been on the market in over thirty five years and spans street to street.
View filled home with large family room and horse facilities.

Karen Dannenbaum
KARENDANNENBAUM.COM
310.738.0100 | KAREN.DANNENBAUM@GMAIL.COM
DRE# 01036345
TOPANGA BROKERAGE | 369 S. TOPANGA BLVD., TOPANGA CA 90290
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WHERE ARE THEY NOW?
TECS Alumnus, Zennon Ulyate-Crow
By Amy Weisberg, M.Ed., NBCT

Zennon Ulyate-Crow had a
great start to his education at
Topanga Elementary Charter
School (TECS) and has many
paths to choose from as he
starts college.

Z

ennon was part of a memorable
TK class I had in 2007. They were
a group of enthusiastic children and
their equally enthusiastic parents. It
was the year I presented an idea for
computer mini labs in classrooms
so students could access computers
any time, not just the day they
were scheduled to go to the school
computer lab.
Their parents helped me write
grants to fund the project, a
classroom mini-lab of eight Mac
computers, and helped the children
create projects, including stopmotion movies.
We also took a field trip to the
newly opened Noah’s Arc exhibit at
the Skirball Museum. I had attended a
teacher training about the exhibit for
ways to incorporate art and music in
the classroom. As a result of the field
trip and the overwhelmingly positive
response to it, we created a class
book of each child in the class with
the animals they made of recycled
materials. Parents spearheaded the
project, took the photos, and created
the book. One copy was gifted to the

Speaking in Sacramento during the annual
Youth & Government mock California
Legislature conference. (February 2019)

Zennon’s Noah’s Arc project after a field
trip to the Skirball Museum (2007)

Chilling in Marina Del Rey. (September
2020)

museum and it remains there as an
example to donors and supporters of
the museum of the positive influence
the museum can have on children.
Zennon, 18, culminated from
TECS in 2014 and continues to be
an active community member and
an involved citizen.
“One of my fondest memories
is learning about a math concept
in Ms. Tapper’s class and suddenly
realizing that there was possibly
another way to solve the problem,”
Zennon recalled. “I wasn’t sure if
the method was correct or not, so
I decided to stay after class into
recess in order to ask Ms. Tapper
to let me stay in class with her

during the break, helping guide my
thought process until we arrived at
the correct “other” way to solve the
problem.
Although this was only a small
moment in my time at Topanga
Elementary, it stuck with me as
it perfectly exemplifies the type
of school TECS is, a place where
students are given the resources to
learn and staff who will go above and
beyond to help enrich that desire
to learn. Just the small act of my
teacher giving up part of her break
to help me individually meant a lot,
and for the many such moments
that I experienced at Topanga, I’m
extremely grateful.

“I also recall obsessively
drawing road maps during my
classes throughout the years and
consistently getting in trouble for
it. Although my teachers thought
the drawings were unique and
interesting when just considering
the art itself, the fact I was working
on them during instructional times
left a condemnatory frown on their
faces. I remember on numerous
occasions I would get these drawings
confiscated and have to wait until
the end of class to pick them up
again, only to repeat the same cycle
the next day.
“During our Catalina trip we
were told to not bring candy of

Jennifer deSpain,
CPA, CFP®

THANK YOU
FIREFIGHTERS

Business/Personal Tax &
Financial Services
Tel. 818.883.4800
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®
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Photo by Miriam Geer.

for keeping our families,
homes and community safe.

CanyonOakFinancial .com

Transitional Kindergarten (TK) class photo (October 2007)

Twin Day 2011 with Niko Dakhlia

any type, but of course, being fifth
graders nearly everybody snuck
heaps of candy in their bags. Our
ferry was late, and it took longer
than expected to walk over to the
campsite, so by the time we got there
we had to frantically drop our bags
in the tents and run to the shore
as the camp counselors had been
waiting at the beach for some time.
“After the activities were
finished, I remember being one of
the first people to come back to
campsite and rounding a bend to
see a coyote standing in the middle
of the trail. At first, I thought the
animal was extremely cute, but then
I saw it was holding a backpack

with me as one of my most vivid
memories from TECS.”

in its mouth, and soon I realized
nearly every tent had been raided
by animals. Everybody rushed
up the trail after word spread of
the coyote and, sure enough, the
floor of each tent was covered in
the wrappers of the candy bars we
had brought. Since we had quickly
dropped off our stuff, everyone
forgot to secure the tents to make
sure animals couldn’t get in. Some
people had their stuff taken and
clothes chewed up by the coyotes,
so for the rest of the trip we were
reminded each day of the havoc that
had been wreaked upon us. Other
than this one incident, however, the
trip was a great success and stays

Making a Difference
Zennon is interested in politics
and community change. He has
been involved in the Youth in
Government YMCA (through the
Palisades/Malibu YMCA program),
a program culminating in the
Youth in Government Conference,
a model State Government. At
the February 2019 conference he
was appointed Director of the
Department of Finance where he
oversaw budget proposals through
a mock Senate Assembly designed
to create proposals and vie for the

student Governor’s signature.
At Palisades High School, Zennon
has been interested in individual
activism arguing for pass/fail grades
due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
He went to school board meetings
to argue his point and eventually,
working together, they developed
a compromise that expanded the
grading bands. Zennon advocated
for bus routes to continue and
proposed express bus routes for
his fellow students who often faced
long commutes from Santa Monica
to Pali High. The new express routes
made the commute shorter for his
fellow students.
His future aspirations include
attending college with a focus on
political science and urban planning,
possibly getting a Masters’ degree in
public policy. He also is interested
in climate, stating that science
classes, beginning with the outdoor
science education at TECS, had a big
impact on him. He sees a future in
government working on legislation
that is policy oriented, focusing on
housing, transportation, and climate.
It is clear that his education has given
him multiple paths to choose from
and his character and personality are
the foundation of a young man who
will make a difference.
As of this writing, Zennon has
been accepted and will attend the
University of California at Santa
Cruz, majoring in Politics. Of
course! n
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ARTS
Local Poet Wins First Prize
Poet Jean Colonomos won first
prize in the Ventura County
Poetry contest for her poem, “Dear
Martha.” The contest theme was
“Defining Moments.”
“Dear Martha” is a love poem to
Martha Graham,” said Colonomos.
“I was a member of The Martha
Graham Dance Company in the
nineteen sixties. The poem is part of
a full-length volume, an experience
I’ve been putting into words for
the last few years.” Among the
judges for the contest was Ventura
poet Phil Taggart, Poet Laureate
Emeritus. For more information:
vcpoetryproject.org.

Commission. This is an unscripted
courtroom drama that presents the
trial that never happened against
the NYPD officer who was filmed
choking Eric Garner to death in
2014.The film Zooms to your home
on Friday, June 5, with a brief
meeting at 7:15 p.m., followed at
7:30 p.m. by the film. Link to Zoom
at: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/81378
021338?pwd=TkRsVDhjQ0Q0aXA
rcWtGUTNQengwUT09
Meeting ID: 813 7802 1338;
Password: 442081.
Sunday, June 6, at 6 p.m., Loose
Lips Presents Poets Anita S.
Pulier and Frank Mundo. The Loose
Lips Poetry Series will reconvene
virtually for its quarterly poetry
reading featuring poets Anita S.
Pulier and Frank Mundo. Held on
Zoom with the support of Ventura
Writers and two-time Ventura Poet
Laureate Emeritus Phil Taggart.
Attention: Zoom access will be
posted at pw.org/literary_events/
loose_lips_poetry_reading_0 and
on Facebook a week before the
event. Loose Lips is dedicated to

Virtual and Live Events
June 5, 7 p.m.—Topanga Peace
Alliance (TPA) presents First
Friday Film Night with American
Trial: The Eric Garner Story, a
timely documentary in light of the
George Floyd murder. The film
will be followed by a moderated
discussion with guest panelist
Henry Brown, former recruiter
of the Milwaukee Fire and Police

Palisades Fire Incident
He also reported that Los
Angeles County Fire also provided
a Helitender (Fuel Truck) to supply
all helicopters from the three Fire
Departments with fuel thus saving
valuable time of having to go back to
Van Nuys, Whiteman, or Camarillo
airports to refuel.
Chinooks on the Way June 15!
If you wondered why the Chinook
helicopters were not used in this fire,
it’s because they will not come on
line until June 15 when Los Angeles,
Ventura and Orange Counties will
each receive the loan of the world’s

Entrance to Will Geer Memorial
Shakespeare Garden.

bringing a diverse array of the best
contemporary poets to Topanga (and
virtually) and to provide authors
and audiences (near and far) with a
poetic forum and community.
June 6, 2 p.m.—Will Geer’s
Theatricum Botanicum returns
to live performances with an
in-person concert by Topanga’s
beloved singer-songwriter Inara
George and her and: Barbara
Gruska, Gabe Noel, Samantha
Sidley, and Wendy Wang. All
proceeds
benefit
Theatricum
Botanicum’s artistic and educational
programming. Located at 1419 N.

Topanga Canyon Blvd., Topanga
CA 90290. Tickets are $20 and $30:
(310) 455-3723; or theatricum.com/
inarageorge. Seating will be socially
distanced and masks required as
dictated by LA County guidelines
on the day of the event.
Will Geer’s Theatricum
Botanicum
2021
summer
repertory season, sponsored by
the S. Mark Taper Foundation,
returns to live performances July
10- through November 7, opening
on Saturday, July 10, at 7:30 p.m.
with a fresh look at Julius Caesar.
On Sunday, July 11 at 4 p.m.,
A Midsummer Night’s Dream
offers a new take on its signature
production, infusing the Bard’s
beautiful language with music and
song. On Saturday, July 31 at 7:30
p.m.,
Theatricum
introduces
the world premiere of The Last, Best
Small Town by local Latine
playwright John Guerra. It is a tale of
small-town America set in the nearby
town of Fillmore, the self-proclaimed
“Last, Best Small Town in Southern
California.” Tickets go on sale June
1 at theatricum.com; (310) 455-3723.

Continued from page 6

largest firefighting helicopter, the
highly modified CH-47 Chinook, that
can drop a payload of 3,000 gallons of
water or retardant in a single pass. To
accommodate the larger helitanker,
the four 6000-gallon rubber/vinyl
“pumpkins” have been upgraded to
8,000-gallon metal pumpkins. This
will increase the immediate “static”
capacity of the pumpkins from
24,000 gallons to 36,000 gallons, a 50
percent increase. They are scheduled
to be activated at 69 Bravo by May 30.
According to Los Angeles County
Fire Chief Drew Smith, the Chinooks
are a “game changer.”

Mopping Up
While mopping up the Palisades Fire
incident, the LAFD is collaborating
with California State Parks and
environmental agencies to restore
the fire roads and trails in Topanga
State Park.
Meanwhile, the LAFD requests
that all hikers and bicyclists please
stay off trails near the burn area.
Brian Humphrey, a spokesman
for the Los Angeles Fire Department,
said everyone can thank the
hardworking firefighters of the
LAFD and cooperating agencies: Los
Angeles County Fire; the Sheriff ’s

Department; the LAPD, California
State Parks, and the California
Conservation Corps. “There were
no structures burned or damaged,
just one firefighter suffered a minor
eye injury,” Humphrey said. He also
strongly advised residents in the area
to have a plan for evacuation.
“While you sit down and have
coffee, figure out where you are going to
go in case of a wildfire,” he said. “Have a
plan or follow the recommendations of
“Ready! Set! Go!”
Information on “Ready! Set! Go!” is
available online at fire.lacounty.gov.
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Montau Drive

Listed by:

Listed at $1,299,000

Chryssa Lightheart
William Preston Bowling

3 Bed | 2 Bath

-

(310) 663-3696

-

(310) 428-5085

Topanga vintage charmer. Enter under an Oak arbor through brick pathways. Built in 1948 this 3 bed, 2 bath home
blends in with the seasonal creek and giant redwood trees. Relax in front of the wood burning brick fireplace and unique
custom wood paneling. Outdoor dining on the large decks as the mountain views surround. Wood floors, french doors,
lovely garden areas and tucked away patio. Flat garden area with romantic built-in stone seating under the redwoods.

SOLD

Hodgson Circle Drive
4 Bed | 5 Bath
Chryssa Lightheart - (310) 663-3696

SOLD

$1,425,000

Exciting palatial Spanish-styled home with spellbinding views from
every room. Extraordinary views over Old Topanga. Open floor plan.
Frosted bedroom doors to allow sunlight in the hallway. Fresh paint
inside and out. Newly planted garden.

Montau Drive
4 Bed | 2 Bath
Chryssa Lightheart - (310) 663-3696

$1,325,000

Tranquil, trees and gorgeous cross canyon views. you’ll experience
the peace you came for. Cedar hot tub beneath the stars and an
outdoor propane fire feature. Adjacent to Topanga State Park and
located on a cul-de-sac.

Vacant Land

AMAZING OCEAN VIEWS AND BOULDER OUTCROPPINGS
Everding Motorway
$699,000
2.53 acres
William Preston Bowling

BEAUTIFUL CANYON VIEWS OUTSIDE COASTAL
Zuniga Road
$689,000
1.5 acres
William Preston Bowling

HUGE BUILDING SITE WITH OCEAN VIEWS
Hawks Nest Trail
$420,000
2.5 acre
William Preston Bowling

(310) 428-5085

(310) 428-5085

(310) 428-5085

LOCAL & GLOBAL

Pritchett-Rapf Realtors

CalBRE 00528707

SOLD

856Fernwood.com
PERFECT CLIMATE WITH TRANQUIL MOUNTAIN VIEWS | SOLD AT $895,000
SOLD

SOLD

21126Bellini.com

15515WestSunset.com

STUNNING SPACIOUS PRIVATE ESTATE | SOLD AT $2,800,000

PICTURESQUE TWO-STORY TOWNHOME | SOLD AT $1,265,000

Catherine Campbell
DRE: 01164030 | 310.663.9039
catherine@lovetopanga.com
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and Hauling

Kavala Rose Home Design

Home Staging, Interior Decorating,
Landscape Design.

Local referrals for you, at my fingertips.
Coming Soon - no photo yet: A Matthew Leizer’s Architectural Masterpiece, Mid-century home, with guest quarters, art/office
studio and so much more. Never been on the market. Wait for it, you will not be disappointed. See you in June!
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